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ACL POSTOP INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1. Ice Frequently (20-30 minutes, several times per day) – This is a great way to reduce 

pain and swelling. The dressing can be removed when you get home to allow the 
icing to get close to the skin. This can be just a plain bag of ice or even frozen 
vegetables. You will also be given options icing machines which can be very nice but 
not essential. 

2. Pain medication – In general, it is best to “stay ahead” of the pain the first few days 
by taking the medication early and not allowing it to build up. Having said that it is 
also very desirable to limit narcotic medicine to as few days as possible after surgery. 
Prescription(s) for pain medication will be given to you prior to discharge. Ultram 
(Tramadol) may be used as an alternative for those sensitive to narcotic pain 
medicine.  

3. Begin motion exercises - You should begin bedside exercises working on your range 
of motion (ROM) and strengthening as soon as possible. Foot pumps (stepping on the 
gas pedal) and quad sets (flexing your thigh muscles) should be started on the day of 
surgery. The more frequent – the better!  
You will learn to lift your operated leg with your good leg behind it at the ankle, and 
move to a seated position at the bedside. Raising the leg under it’s own power (called 
a straight leg raise) is acceptable and even encouraged.  

4. Brace - In recovery room your leg will be in a brace.  It will be locked straight.  When 
you get home, you may remove the brace in order to start gentle range-of-motion 
exercises as tolerated. But the brace must be on whenever you are putting any weight 
on your operative leg. You do not have to sleep in the brace but you may feel more 
secure or comfortable with it on – particularly the first night or two. 

5. Dressing - Your dressing can be removed once you get home but the incision should 
be kept dry for 24 hours. It is not uncommon, with the amount of arthroscopy fluid 
used, to notice some drainage into the dressing. Do not be alarmed by this. A very 
small amount of blood can appear to be extensive because of the dilution by the 
arthroscopic fluid. If the entire dressing becomes saturated notify the office/physician.  

6. Weight bearing/Crutches - Most often, you will be allowed full weight bearing as 
long as the brace is on and locked. For isolated ACL reconstructions, you may  
advance your weight bearing with crutches as tolerated. You can even weight bear 
without crutches if the brace is on and locked. But, if there has been a meniscus repair 
or cartilage procedure, your weight bearing will be limited and this will be discussed 
with you and your family after surgery. 

7. Nerve block - You will be offered a nerve block injection to help reduce pain after 
surgery. This is your choice! These can be very helpful but they do have risks and 
you should speak to the anesthesiologist about these risks if you choose to have one. 
Also if you choose to have the nerve block, be prepared to take pain medicine as soon 
as you feel any pain so that you can try to “stay ahead” of the pain once the block 
starts to wear off. Pain after this surgery is extremely variable from patient to patient, 
but it is generally advisable to to take the medication aggressively (but within the 
directions) the first few days and then start to wean later.  

8. Physical Therapy - Begin physical therapy within a few days after surgery. If you do 
not have a prescription, notify the office and a script will be sent to your therapist. It 
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is acceptable to begin prior to being seen by the doctor since the initial therapy visits 
will involve an evaluation by the therapist and initial motion exercises. 

9. Driving - In general, patients must be pain-free, off of any pain medication, and able 
to move the knee sufficiently to operate the vehicle before being cleared to drive. 
Also, long car rides should be avoided until swelling is gone and generally not until at 
least a week after surgery.  

 
PRECAUTIONS: 
 
1. On occasion, you may develop a low grade fever.  This is not uncommon.  We need 

to hear from you if the fever is more than 101.5°. 
2. Bruising is very common. 
3. If your calf should become reddened and painful, please call the office. 
 
 


